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Beautiful lakes, sparkling bays, rugged peaks, lush hills, and countless islands comprise the

outlying area of the bustling city of Seattle. There is such stunning scenery around the city that

hiking in Seattle is more than a trek around town. Scott Leonard shows you the best hikes in and

around Seattle&#151;all within two hours of the city. With details on public transportation options

and clear directions on how to reach the trailhead, Leonard has all the bases covered. Suggested

lists of hikes include:Best Easy HikesBest Hikes to LakesBest Wildflower HikesBest Hikes to

WaterfallsBest Hikes to SummitsBest Hikes with KidsBest Hikes for Berry PickingLet Moon show

you all the worthwhile hikes, from short, flat routes suitable for families to day-long, steep treks for

more advanced hikers. Each hike profile contains practical information including point-by-point trail

navigation, contact information, facilities, fees, parking instructions, and an easy-to-use map for

each trail. From the Olympic Peninsula, across Puget Sound, and up to the Cascade Mountains,

your trip begins with Moon Take a Hike Seattle.
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Scott Leonard spent his childhood summers and falls fishing, skiing, and hunting in the Oregon

outdoors. He began hiking and backpacking when he started college at the University of Puget

Sound in Tacoma. He fell in love with the wilderness areas of Washington&#151;and has never

grown tired of pounding out miles of trail.After college, Scott spent several years building and

maintaining trails, and teaching others to do the same. He spent a year researching and hiking for



Moon Washington Hiking, and yet another summer on Moon Take a Hike Seattle&#151;never has a

job been so easy to get up for each morning.In addition to writing, Scott works as an attorney in

Portland, Oregon, where he has a successful criminal defense practice.

I had borrowed this book from a friend a while ago and decided to buy it. It's really great for my

family since we are kinda new to hiking in this area. Offers detailed info that helps you identify what

hikes are a good fit for you and your friends/family.

excellent reference for sunny days in Puget Sound area

I bought the book 'Take a Hike Seattle' because I needed a book that listed hikes close to Seattle,

go figure. It has been a great tool to have. One thing that could make this book better is if they had

something to actually show elevation and if they were able to list all the hikes near seattle. There

are many trails that are not listed so I had to buy a second book. I go hiking often with personal

training clients of mine so I can show them that exercise can be done outside as well. The book is

handy because it ranks the difficulty of the hike (sometimes it's a matter of relative perception, but

it's often close.)

Great, thank you.

I've been using this book for a couple of years. I really like how it is organized and cross referenced.

Also, the trip descriptions are very clear and easy to read. The reason I'm only giving it 3 stars is

because of the large amount of typos spread through the driving directions. For example, in several

places he tells the reader to "drive I-90 north to Everett" (I-90 doesn't GO to Everett) or he'll refer to

the wrong exit or will describe the exit incorrectly. If you buy this book, just be sure to double check

the driving directions elsewhere! And it would be nice if the author could provide errata for the book

on his web site.

We're new to Seattle, and find the outdoor options almost overwhelming. Cascades? Olympics?

Mount Ranier? Something else? This book lists plenty of hikes for all experience levels, nearly all of

which you can do in a day. There's a great variety, and almost every one of them sounds appealing.

We like it a lot!



Take a Hike Seattle was a labor of love for me. I included many of my favorite hikes in the Seattle

area. I hiked every trail and ensured that all descriptions and directions are spot-on accurate. All

hike listings are day hikes within 2 hours of Seattle. Listings range from kid-friendly walks to

amazing wilderness hikes. With maps, directions, and short summaries, Take a Hike Seattle is a

guide geared to help you easily pick a hike and get on the trailCheers, Scott

We bought this book for our family trip to Seattle. This was an excellent guide to our outdoor

adventure. This is a must buy for outdoor travel lovers.
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